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Friends of Haldeman SeekFrimds From Wealthy P 	 ".1 Polit (rail s 	1- 
Special to The New York Times 

LOS ANGELES, ept. 	-. The fund 'raising campaign has and "the amounts are not as ef- associates, frequent . rounds o Friends and associa 	of 	R been encumbered by Mr. Hal- fulgent as they might be." He  tennis, attendance at footbal -Haldeman here have been deman:s reluctance to approach refused to disclose who had and basketball games at till quietly soliciting persons of southern California friends and been approached. 	 University of California at Lo; 
means and some national po associates, the organizer of the 	 Angeles and an occasional bar litical figures, most unknown fund, Z. Wayne Griffin, said 	Living Quiet Life 	becue for family friends. Mr 
personally to the former White this week. In consequence, local Since moving back to Los Haldeman and wife Jo, who art House chief of staff, in an acquaintances have not been ap- Angeles 15 months ago, Mr. Christian Scientists, regular13 attempt to raise legal defense proached and no more than 5 Haldeman has lived quietly with attend church in Los Angeles. funds for Mr. Haldeman's forth- per cent of the 1,280 persons his wife and family in a corn- Mr. Haldeman had apparently coming trial. 	 solicited are from southern fortable tudor-styled house on been intending to offset sorm Mr. Haldeman is scheduled California. 	 a tree-shaded street in one of of his legal expenses with in to go on trial Tuesday in Wash- Mr. Griffin, a film producer the most affluent neighborhoods come from the book he is writ ington with five other defend- of the nineteen-forties and fif- of the city. 	 ing on his White House years ants, on charges of perjury and ties, said the response had been The activities of the former However, he has had difficulty obstruction of justice in con- "hopeful" since the drive be- White House chief of staff, finding a publisher who wil nection with the Watergate gan, Aug. 8 although the influx friends say, when not taken up meet his $1-million asking price cover-up case. Mr. Haldeman is "tapered abruptly" the week with preparation for his up- It Was learned that early las,  
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